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INTRODUCTION 
Have you ever wondered about the vacant or 
underused space in upper stories in your 
downtown? Have you ever dreamed about 
helping your community to revitalize those 
spaces? In Oregon, just like the rest of the 
country, many upper stories sit unused in 
commercial and manufacturing districts, 
shopping centers, mixed-use neighborhoods, 
and stand-alone buildings. What can you do 
to re-activate these spaces? 

This guide provides step-by-step instructions 
and ideas to help communities identify, 
understand, and keep a record of buildings 
with upper stories and their conditions. We 
hope that local and regional governments, 
organizations in the Oregon Main Street 
network, and any other organization 
interested in utilizing vacant downtown 
spaces will find these recommendations 
useful. 

We developed this guide based on a pilot 
inventory in Lebanon, Oregon. We include 
examples from Lebanon throughout to help 
illustrate what various steps could look like in 
your community. You may also want to look 
into efforts made previously by Pendleton, 
Cottage Grove, and other Oregon towns. 

  

Why a How-To Guide? 

Oregon communities face a massive housing 
shortage, as well as a lack of work, event, 
and cultural spaces. At the same time, many 
upper stories in our towns sit vacant. Upper 
story redevelopment offers a creative 
approach to addressing the housing crisis, 
increasing usable downtown space, creating 
income opportunities, correcting historical 
social disparities, and building a resilient, 
sustainable future. 

In partnership with Oregon Heritage, the 
University of Oregon’s Institute for Policy 
Research and Engagement published What’s 
Up Downtown: A Playbook for Activating 
Oregon’s Upper Stories, providing 
regulatory and financial guidance to 
encourage upper story development. For 
communities to increase use of existing 
buildings, the report suggests communities 
start with a solid local team, create an 
inventory of upper story spaces, and use the 
inventory to support upper story projects. 
We created this guide to complement the 
Playbook and give local teams actionable 
steps and resources to support their upper 
story projects. 
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WHY SHOULD YOU USE THIS GUIDE? 
Knowing built assets is the first step to planning developments. 

Re-activating an upper story space can be a long, resource-intensive project, but dozens of 
examples across the state demonstrate that it is not only possible, but also offers tangible 
benefits to both the property owner and the community at large. Knowing what assets already 
exist and what state they are in will make it easier to identify opportunities and align resources. 
A community with an extensive, organized inventory of their built assets will find it easier to: 

 Identify potential properties and interested property owners to encourage renovation 

 Understand property needs, code & zoning requirements, etc. 

 Locate existing resources 

 Develop appropriate policies to fund development 

 Align the needed technical assistance to support development efforts 

 Foster collaborative public-private partnership to make commercial districts livable, 
vibrant, and inclusive 
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STEPS TO CREATING YOUR INVENTORY 
The following sections give ideas and examples for how to build an inventory of built assets that 
can help your community better support upper story redevelopment: 

1. Assembling Your Team describes how to align the right resources behind your inventory 
effort. 

2. Creating Your Inventory provides details about what to include in your inventory and 
suggestions for how to set up and populate an inventory spreadsheet. 

3. Making It Happen discusses ways to integrate the inventory into your day-to-day 
activities and the priorities of your community. 

1. Assembling Your Team 
Before you can begin your inventory, you need to gather resources that will help you build it. 
This section gives you some suggestions about how to prepare for a successful inventory 
project. 

Decide on the Inventory Scope 
Where in your town are most unused spaces located? For many towns, it is often the 
downtown area or the local historic district. But it could be different for your town. The 
inventory aims at identifying the amount and conditions of unused assets, so this guide could 
apply to any area where there is untapped potential. It is critical to map out a scope for the 
inventory that is manageable for your town’s staff, volunteer, and financial resources. We 
recommend focusing on a small area first to streamline your process before expanding the 
scope of your inventory. 

Choose a Lead 
Identify a lead for your upper stories inventory project. This person should be familiar with 
development in your community and have some established relationships with property 
owners, business owners, tenants, and community organizations to help expedite the project. 
Project leadership may come from: 

• City government 
• Your Main Street organization 
• A downtown association 
• A local nonprofit organization 

Establish a Taskforce 
Completing the inventory requires getting people on the street to photograph, tour, and 
engage in conversations with property owners, businesses, and residents. These activities may 
require substantial time on the part of staff and volunteers. 
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We suggest the following approaches to form and fund a taskforce to conduct the inventory: 

• Utilize volunteers and interns through existing programs and organizations. Examples 
include the Main Street Design Committee and the Resource Assistance for Rural 
Environments (RARE) AmeriCorps program.1 

• Utilize grants to pay for labor costs, such as Oregon Heritage grants and Certified Local 
Government grants.2 

Build Connections 
Compiling your upper story inventory is quite doable, but it requires strong community 
relationships and a bit of research expertise (in addition to time!). It is helpful to find support 
from a breadth of interests and expertise. From our experience in Lebanon where we piloted 
the inventory creation, connections with the following people were especially helpful in 
identifying and locating existing information, as well as connecting the team to property 
owners. 

• Local government staff: planners, economic developers, tax assessors 

• Local businesses: developers, contractors, realtors 

• Community-based organizations: the local Main Street Design Committee 

• Businesses and property owners who own and use the buildings 

• Librarians and local historians 

2. Creating Your Inventory 
Once you’ve assembled your team, it’s time to get to work on building the inventory! 

The inventory is where you organize and log the information related to each property in your 
scope. Because the inventory will be a “living document,” you will want to keep it simple, 
friendly, and accessible so it can be easily shared and passed on as turnover occurs. 

Create the Tool 
We chose Google Sheets to develop a sample inventory for Lebanon. Generally, any web-based 
or other digital platform that your team finds easy to use should work. 

Our sample inventory spreadsheet includes six primary categories. These categories provide 
information about the property address, property owners’ contact, ground floor, upper story, 

 
1 Find out how to become a RARE host organization here: https://rare.uoregon.edu/application-
process/community-application-process/  

2 Refer to Oregon Heritage’s grants page here: https://www.oregon.gov/oprd/oh/pages/grants.aspx  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10TZJ0euCmrMWh-ZuUC8RPf2R_PLYtYKM1J5M-tvkSRs/edit?usp=sharing
https://rare.uoregon.edu/application-process/community-application-process/
https://rare.uoregon.edu/application-process/community-application-process/
https://www.oregon.gov/oprd/oh/pages/grants.aspx
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property conditions, and property’s zone and designations. Under each category, we include 
fields that provide more details. 

Please note that not all information may be available for every property. Start by identifying 
which categories and fields will be most useful for your community, try to populate the fields 
with as much information as possible in your initial effort, then continue to update your 
inventory each time you engage with property owners. 

Together, the categories and subcategories below will allow your community to 
comprehensively assess your upper story conditions and provide a launch point for your 
development projects. 

Categories to Include in Your Inventory 

Street Address 
Owner Name 
and Contact 

Ground Floor 
information 

Upper Story 
Information 

Conditions and 
Concerns 

Zoning and 
Special 
Designations 

• Street 
number 

• Street 
direction 

• Street name 
• Street type 
• Address  
• Tax ID 

• Owner name 
• Email address 
• Phone 

number 
• Mailing 

Address 

• Business 
name 

• Industry 
• Year built 
• Size (sq. ft.) 
• Vacancy 
• Current use 
• Previous use 
• Occupancy 

• Upper stories 
(Y/N) 

• Size (sq. ft.) 
• Vacancy 
• Current use 
• Previous use 
• Occupancy 

• Accessibility/ 
safety 
concerns 

• Parking 
conditions 

• Other 

• Zoning 
• Zoning 

overlays 
• Special 

designations 
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Locate Existing Information 
Much of the information for your inventory already exists and is publicly available. In the table 
below, we provide an example of where we found information for the Lebanon inventory. 
Please note that different communities hold and organize such data in different ways. 

Example Information Sources – Sources Used for Lebanon Inventory 

Category/ Field Information Source(s) 

Street Address:   

Street Number  Lebanon Downtown Association record 
Street Direction  Lebanon Downtown Association record 
Street Name Lebanon Downtown Association record 
Street Type Lebanon Downtown Association record 
Address Lebanon Downtown Association record 
Tax ID Linn County GIS Office 

Owner Name and Contact Information:  

Owner Name Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 
Email Lebanon Downtown Association record 

Direct property owner contact 
Phone Number Lebanon Downtown Association record 

Direct property owner contact 
Mailing Address Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 

Direct property owner contact 
Interest in building renovation Direct property owner contact 

Ground Floor:  

Business Name  Lebanon Downtown Association record 
Site Visits/In-Person Observation  
Direct business/property owner contact  

Year Built Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 
Size (sq. ft.) Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 
Vacancy Site Visits/In-Person Observation  

Direct business/property owner contact 
Current Use  Site Visits/In-Person Observation  

Direct business/property owner contact 
Previous Use Site Visits/In-Person Observation  

Direct business/property owner contact 
Occupancy Site Visits/In-Person Observation  

Direct business/property owner contact 
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Example Information Sources – Sources Used for Lebanon Inventory (Cont.) 

Category/ Field Information Source(s) 

Upper Stories:  

Upper Stories (Y/N)  Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 
Site Visits/In-Person Observation  
Direct business/property owner contact 

Size (sq. ft.) Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 
Direct business/property owner contact 

Vacancy Direct business/property owner contact 
Current Use  Direct business/property owner contact 
Previous Use Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 

Site Visits/In-Person Observation  
Direct business/property owner contact 

Occupancy Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 
Direct business/property owner contact 

Conditions & Concerns:   

Accessibility/Safety Concerns  Direct business/property owner contact 
Site Visits/In-Person Observation  
Linn County Building Permit Department  

Parking Conditions Direct business/property owner contact 
Site Visits/In-Person Observation  

Other Direct business/property owner contact 
Site Visits/In-Person Observation  

Zoning & Special Designations:   

Zoning  City of Lebanon Planning Department 
City of Lebanon GIS Department 

Zoning Overlays City of Lebanon Planning Department 
Special Designations (1+)  City of Lebanon Planning Department 

Oregon Heritage Historic Preservation Office 
Linn County Tax Assessment and Taxation 
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Collect Additional Information 
Where information is not available through a public office or 
downtown association, filling in the inventory requires visits to 
properties and conversations with property owners. Consider the 
following approach: 

• Prepare necessary materials and tools: 
 Create sample language for public outreach 

through newsletters, social media 
announcements, and/or direct mailing/email 

 Create a sample script for engaging with property 
owners, including those for cold calling and first in-
person engagement. The script should include 
information about the opportunity for upper floor 
use and how upper story renovations can benefit 
the owners. 

 Create a tool for collecting information onsite. 
Consider creating something similar to this Google 
form we designed for Lebanon that allows 
information collection on smart devices during a 
visit. 

• Plan for comprehensive visits to properties: 
 Collect property owners’ contact information. 
 Conduct outreach via direct mailing/email/phone 

calls where available. During the outreach phase, 
utilize your team members’ personal or 
professional connection to engage with property 
owners. Where you expect or encounter 
resistance from property owners, seek help from 
your organization board or your city councilors to 
connect with property owners. 

 Schedule visits with property owners once you 
have built up some trust. 

• Visit/tour properties 
• Aggregate information gathered during the visit back 

into the inventory 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScSs8kw3MNXGwoehmsAPQm_6rIimyJE0-Yl0NuC7MiJhf9uVg/viewform?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScSs8kw3MNXGwoehmsAPQm_6rIimyJE0-Yl0NuC7MiJhf9uVg/viewform?usp=sharing
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Maintain the Inventory 
As property changes hands, businesses open and 
close, and properties are developed, you will 
need to update your inventory to track progress 
and ensure appropriate communication with 
property owners. 

Maintaining your inventory should be relatively 
simple if you have a well-organized spreadsheet 
and clear, shared understanding of how to keep 
it updated. We suggest the following approach 
inventory maintenance: 

• Record any changes to the properties as 
staff become aware through their 
observations, grant applications, and any 
other conversations with property 
owners. Changes might include: 

o Change of property ownership 

o Changes in the property’s public 
appearance 

o Change of the business or 
residents occupying the property 

o The property is rehabilitated or 
rebuilt 

• Take any opportunity to engage with 
property owners as a chance inquire 
about or visit their properties 

• Keep yearly snapshots or summaries to allow for progress tracking 

• Set a timeline for comprehensively reviewing the inventory every year to identify and 
correct outdated information 

• Build inventory maintenance into the job description/expectations of a staff member, 
volunteer, or group of volunteers 

Main Street organizations are particularly good candidates for owning the task of inventory 
maintenance since they have extensive connections and frequent contact with the downtown 
community. Main Street organizations could align inventory maintenance with their quarterly 
reporting obligations to Oregon Main Street. This would ensure a regular update schedule is 
built directly into the organization’s pre-existing activities.  
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3. Making it Happen 
While every community will have its own unique circumstances, we offer some common tips in 
this section about how to ensure the inventory and upper story redevelopment remain a 
priority and a manageable activity for the community. 

What kinds of planning process might this fit into? 
To ensure that upper story redevelopment receives support and resources from the 
community, it is useful to integrate these priorities into planning and visioning efforts. When a 
plan or vision that guides a City or other organization includes policies and priorities related to 
upper stories, it is more likely that effort and attention will be directed towards upper stories. 
As typical planning process occur in your community, consider adding emphasis on upper story 
redevelopment in any of the following plans that are relevant: 

 The City Comprehensive Plan 
 Downtown Plans 
 Urban Renewal Plans 
 Economic Development Plans/Strategies 
 Main Street Strategic Plans 
 Housing Needs Assessments 
 Housing Production Strategies 

Examples of Integrating Upper Story Priorities into Plans 

Downtown Plan Example – Klamath Falls 

 

Urban Renewal Plan Example – Pendleton 

 

https://www.klamathfalls.city/DocumentCenter/View/1483/Klamath-Falls-Downtown-Plan
https://pendletonurbanrenewal.com/our-programs/why-do-business-in-pendleton/upper-story-grants/
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How long will it take? 
Building the first version of your inventory may 
take some time, especially if you don’t have much 
pre-existing information. How much time will 
depend on: 

• The staff and volunteer capacity available 

• How much information about property 
owners you already have 

• How strong your pre-existing relationships 
with property owners are 

If you are starting from scratch (as a new Main 
Street program might), it’s possible that 
assembling all the initial information might take six 
months to one year of incremental work. In our 
pilot project with Lebanon, it took the team 
approximately 20 hours to dig through public 
records to gather publicly available information 
about properties. We did not talk to property 
owners, a task which the Main Street organization, 
through volunteers, will tackle in the future. This 
task will likely be more time consuming, but well-
aligned with the existing mission of Main Street: it 
is a relationship-building process that will benefit 
the organization beyond the value of a written 
inventory. 

Finally, it is also important to remember that the 
inventory should be an ongoing activity: efforts to update it should happen at least once per 
year to ensure information remains current. After the initial lift of building the inventory, 
maintenance, especially if it is thoughtfully integrated into the day-to-day activities of the 
managing organization, should be a fairly low-effort task. 

Examples of Integrating Upper Story Priorities into Plans (Cont.) 

Economic Development Plan Example – La Grande 

 

https://www.cityoflagrande.org/economic-development-division
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LEVERAGING THE INVENTORY TO 
ENCOURAGE UPPER STORY USE 

Now that you’ve built your inventory, it’s time to put it to use. Here are 
some suggestions for how to leverage the inventory to encourage better use 
of upper story spaces:  

 Screen for potential building renovation projects when funding 
opportunities become available. Use the inventory as you learn about 
funding opportunities to identify good candidates for applications. The 
more Main Street organizations, City staff, or other local advocates know 
about potential projects, the better they can work with property owners 
to assemble applications. 

 Align local funding opportunities. If your community has any discretion 
or ability to offer funding to projects, use the inventory determine what 
kinds of funding would be most useful to the circumstances in your 
community. Then use the inventory to publicize these opportunities to 
relevant property owners. 

 Tailor communication strategies to property owners. Your community 
may consider extending the inventory to include communication logs 
with property owners. Overtime, this communication history allows you 
to identify effective outreach strategies or appropriate communication 
styles for each property owner. It also helps avoid disrupted 
communication when your organization undergoes staffing changes. 

 Plan for district-level development. Some communities are looking into 
neighborhood development to save time and money on processes like 
securing funding, navigating regulations, and coordinating contractors. 
Your inventory could aid such a process with extensive information 
regarding building conditions and property owner interest. Look for 
process efficiencies and opportunities to facilitate connections between 
property owners, for example: 

o If there are three National Register listed properties, organize a 
meeting for the property owners with the State Historic 
Preservation Office to learn more about the Federal Historic Tax 
Credit. 

o If there are several properties with building code issues, team up 
to meet with the local and state building officials to determine 
cross-project solutions or instigate creative approaches to 
compliance. 
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 Keep track of current downtown development and/or upper story projects. The inventory 
can also be a place to maintain a list of current and completed projects, the number of 
buildings and/or upper stories fully in operation, and any other information about 
properties that your organization finds useful. For example, the Lebanon community wants 
to keep a record of what types of businesses are in their downtown area to better 
understand the business mix and whether it aligns with the needs and desires of residents 
and visitors. 

 Celebrate successes! Because many find the prospect of upper story renovation to be 
quite daunting, it’s critical to share and celebrate projects as they occur. This helps others 
realize their vision is possible and that there are support systems that can help make their 
dreams a reality. It can also inspire greater support from public and nonprofit organizations 
in the future. Consider sharing creative approaches and completed projects with:  

o City council 

o Economic and community development agencies 

o Main Street board and committees 

o Local housing organizations 

o Downtown property owners 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The future is bright for Oregon’s underused 
upper stories. Momentum is growing as more 
and more property owners and developers 
seek to rehabilitate upper stories to meet 
community needs. 

As advocates for your community, you have 
the opportunity to encourage and support 
this movement towards increasing local 
vitality. We urge you to take the first step by 
inventorying your built assets. Then use this 
information to partner with property owners 
and developers to bring vibrancy back to 
upper stories. 

More Tools to Support Upper Story 
Redevelopment 

As part of our Playbook for Activating 
Oregon’s Upper Stories, we developed 
some tools to aid property owners and their 
support networks. We created a simple pro 
forma spreadsheet to share with property 
owners and include an explanation of how 
to calculate a capitalization rate. We also 
developed an initial list of fundings sources 
that can be used to support upper story 
redevelopment. See the appendices of the 
Playbook as well as Oregon Heritage’s 
website to access these resources. 
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